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Abstract: Cybersecurity became the most famous topic concerning security development. Having social engineering in mind, all 

technical devices can be beaten and a cyberattack can have success just having incompetent personnel employed. In this research paper, 

some real social engineering texts as e-mails are shown and malicious intends presented. Short analysis is made about SE letters subjects.    
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1. Models of social engineering 

Enhancement in cyberattacks turned the way private, 

cooperative and state computer networks are built, administered and 

managed. Cybersecurity topics started to evolve and this led to 

security appliances development. Having social engineering in 

mind, all technical devices can be beaten and a cyberattack can have 

success just having incompetent personnel employed in a company 

or enterprise. Contemporary social engineering attacks are taking 

place on e-mail letters mostly. One huge data breach in Bulgarian 

administration had held in august 2019 [7]. This information system 

breach led to over 2 million people personal data stealing, which 

includes tax refund, personal ID number, email addresses and etc. 

Furthermore, a social engineered spam e-mail letters were sent to 

various users alongside with fraudulent intentions and fake authors 

with sender label of National Revenue Agency [8], [9]. Social 

network websites and applications also take part in different social 

engineered attacks with chat texts, images and tricks. A social 

engineering attack starts with initial research and information 

gathering [5] and is a continuous process in time. The social 

engineering conversation consists of four phases that the attacker 

performs towards the selected victim: 

- research;  

- hook; 

- play; 

- exit. 

One major definition can be made explaining two types of social 

engineering: 1 – Human-based social engineering, and 2 – 

Computer-based social engineering. This paper concentrates over 

computer-based social engineering, which can be referred to the 

following computer software attacks:  
- pop-up windows; 

- insider attack; 

- e-mail phishing; 

- Nigerian 419 scam; 

- fake SMS and etc. 

 

Fig. 1 Concept of computer-based social engineering [2]. 

It appears that one of the most effective ways to scary a person 

is to send him an urgent-looking letter, in which the text is 

fraudulent, but instigating for dealing an urgent task. Computer 

networks are already something usual for any company, and workers 

worldwide use it in their daytime routine [4]. Receiving many 

emails is something realistic and workers try to respond as much 

requests as possible in order to keep their job finished on time. It 

seems that the human factor is the main vulnerability - trust and 

deception. By lies, the attacker tricks the user: to open an attached 

file in the e-mail, to follow a link, to call a phone number, etc [1]. 

Not every person working with computer knows this path and many 

times the social engineering attacks are successful followed by host 

infection, network infection and furthermore – extracting sensitive 

data as money transfer sessions and even bank account details.  

2. Real social engineering examples 

In this research paper some basic e-mail letters with social 

engineered frauds will be presented. Most of them are texts in the 

field of banking, beg for opening an attached file, or following a 

web-link or texts from dating websites. An extraction of spam 

examples are shown in fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2 E-mail inbox with spam letters  

One has to be aware of letter topics:  

- ALERTA:… (means “attention”, eng.); 

- SOLO Hoy 60 DIAS (means “only 60 days”, eng.); 

- your PayPaI account and etc. 

If we look at the last letter in fig.2 on date 03.10.2017, we see 

sender: “service” with topic: “We noticed unusual activity in your 

PayPaI account”. It is obvious that paypai account does not exist, 

but only paypal. If the user is unaware of reading well, he will open 

the letter in which it is said to “Confirm your identity”. Clicking this 

link will guide the browser in a malicious code extraction and 

session hijacking will be executed. This will help a hacker in further 

confidential information stealing through cookies or other 

vulnerable information containers. One countermeasure taken is the 

e-mail service provider to write an alert, attracting the attention to 

the user for phishing links inside the letter (fig. 3). Very often, such 

spam letters scare users with lies for unusual activity detection, or 

pledge for urgent activities that should be made. Here, the hacker 

uses fear, greed, or unconformity of users’ psychological profile to 

be the attack vector, socially engineered. Without stepped on the 

ground thinking, the worker/user, scared, or excited about money 

win, clicks the link, or opens the attached file. And that’s it. The 

host is infected. At least, infection is on operating system user level. 

With privilege limitation, deep attacks in OS are being avoided, for 

example – the user is with “guest” account, not an administrator.  
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But wait for privilege escalation attacks – this is the next step in the 

strategy of malicious computer users.   

 

Fig. 3 Alert for opening the proposed weblink: “Confirm your identity” 
prevention, written by the e-mail service provider in red box.  

 

2.1. E-mail with text for urgent actions due to “trouble”. 

On fig.4 a received letter pointed with red stars is showing a 

sender, who has e-mail address just the same as the receiver. In this 

case: linkonikolov@abv.bg which is actually the inbox owner. By 

moving the mouse pointer, a box with the sender name appears. It is 

obvious that the sender cannot be the receiver. 

 

Fig. 4 Received e-mail letter with sender name exact as receiver 

 

After opening the letter and viewing the “details” button, a more 

important information is given having the path traversed by the 

mail. In this case, the backway to the sender of the e-mail leads to: 

<rainbowt@php1-1.iserve.net.nz> 

  

 

Fig. 5 Details of received fraudulent e-mail letter 

 

Important notice here is: while receiving suspicious email, to 

have in mind checking the details of it. In fig. 5 the IP address and 

the sender name is written. Also, a name “Hamza” appears, which 

can show the user a question mark. 

 

2.2. Malicious link embedded in fraudulent e-mail 

Another urgent e-mail is when it is in the topic of bank account 

actions needed. On fig. 6 an e-mail with text for urgent bank account 

profile logging is presented. The evidence of malicious intents here 

is that the real bank personnel will never send such an e-mail 

without citing your name in it. Also, no copyright logos or details 

are given here. Blindly clicking this link in the blue box will lead to 

infecting the machine with different kind of malware. Very often 

this is zombie-net infection leading to a bot-net network [6], making 

this machine part of DDoS attack initiator. 

 

Fig 6. Malicious link saying “click here” 

By clicking on the presented box, the user can be navigated to a 

malicious website, tracking processes, or code execution, and 

further steal of important data for future steps in the hacker attack 

chain. Or also redirecting to a web site, that is maliciously cloned. 

And when a victim visits the link, typing username and password for 

example, the login credentials can be redirected to attacking Kali 

Linux system. 

 

 2.3. Malicious letter for money payment example 

Another famous example for social engineering is when 

payment is required or payment should be received just by taking 

the receipt or payment details, given in a “.pdf” attached document. 

It should be pointed out that one of the ways to create a virus or 

attach a malware, is having a “.pdf”, “.doc”, “.xls” or “.rar” files as a 

carrier. 

 

Fig 7. The SET toolkit in Metasploit 

 

By means of PenTesting software like “MetasploitTM” [3] it is 

easy to be shown how it’s made (fig. 7) [10].  

In the example on fig. 8 an e-mail letter with attached file is 

presented. The suspicious idea there is that the inbox owner does not 

know the sender “Iulia LE BOBINNEC”, nor he has sent her the 

first letter, so that a response with “Re:” to be expected. The topic 

“Re: Payment” wants to point out this e-mail as very special and to 

attract attention of the user. Furthermore, when the victim sees a 

clipper for attached file, he may jump in the trap. The trick is 

attracting attention and responding, or opening the files in the 

letters.  
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In the aspect of cybersecurity it has to be said that company 

users and enterprise personnel should have very clear image of who 

are their bosses or subordinates. If some unknown guys are sending 

e-mails to them, they should be very careful opening such e-mails. 

 

Fig 8. Unknown sender “Iulia LE BOBINNEC” with “Re: Payment” topic 

 

Only by downloading the attached file the computer infection 

can occur. The malicious intents in this e-mail are revealed by: 

- no personal name (of the e-mail receiver) is written; 

- unneeded payment; 

- unknown name of sender; 

- an unknown or useless SWIFT file is sent; 

- sent to “enclosed recipients”. 

 

 

Fig 9. Attached file “Payment.rar” as malicious file 

 

One misadvantage here is that the e-mail was not differentiated 

as “spam”, even though it was scanned for viruses by famous 

antivirus software. This points out that the security risk is high.  

Useful here can be some statistical analysis. Short analysis for 

343 letters in two year period is made and presented in table 1: 

Table 1: Analysis from 343 observed spam email letters. 

letter topics / 

properties 

number of 

appearances 

probability 

of 
appearance  

type of malicious files 

attached 

urgent 121 0.3527 *.doc; *.pdf; *.rar 

bank account 56 0.1632 *.doc; *.pdf; *.rar 

donation 39 0.1137 *.doc; *.xls; *.jpg 

financial 

operations 
68 0.1982 *.doc; *.pdf; *.rar; *.xls 

dating 23 0.0670 
malicious weblinks; 

*.jpg 

police/FBI/ 
state services 

36 0.1049 
malicious weblinks; 

*.jpg; *.xls 

 

As is shown in table 1, the most used type of subject is 

emergency actions and for money deals. And one fact here is that 

antivirus software detects the malware very difficult, because it is 

hidden and obfuscated in legitimate looking files. 

3. E-mail security awareness 

Cybersecurity develops to grow in sophistication but individuals 

however, are currently more exposed to attack threats. At present, 

cybercrime is practiced by actors that exploit the human 

vulnerabilities [10]. Since the vulnerability of social engineering can 

only be patched with a personnel education and security study 

courses, it is recommended to apply one of the following 

countermeasures: 

- cybersecurity introduction to workers and personnel; 

- exposition of real examples; 

- testing the network behavior; 

- a “what to do in this case” demonstration, etc. 

Users should be trained about social engineering, phishing and 

spam e-mail letters and learn more about email security. Never to 

open suspicious letters and attached files. It will be better to make a 

phone call to the sender, if possible, than opening the attached file. 

The other side is the lack of time. How much time will a worker 

lose, to phone call the sender, and what about if it is the head of the 

office, or the head of organization?  

If, by any way, a malicious file had been opened, the network 

administrator or cybersecurity officer should have been informed 

immediately, pointing the date and time of the incident. The system 

for backup will take effect then. So, administrators should be aware 

of backing up the network and systems regularly. Next question 

pops up here – How often? And here they come – zero day, and zero 

hour attacks. Those attacks take advantage of vulnerabilities which 

are still not patched in systems. This is why, if a social engineering 

letter were to be opened and local system infected, the attack has the 

potential to be extremely cruel and dangerous. Fighting against 

social engineering will stay as a hard and continuous struggle. 
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